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The objective of the International Council on Systems 
Engineering (INCOSE) Systems Engineering Handbook 
(SEH) is to describe key process activities performed by 
systems engineers. The intended audience is the systems 
engineering (SE) professional. When the term systems 
engineer is used in this handbook, it includes the new sys
tems engineer, a product engineer or an engineer in another 
discipline who needs to perform SE, or an experienced 
systems engineer who needs a convenient reference.

The descriptions in this handbook show what each SE 
process activity entails, in the context of designing for 
required performance and life cycle considerations. On 
some projects, a given activity may be performed very 
informally; on other projects, it may be performed very 
formally, with interim products under formal configuration 
control. This document is not intended to advocate any 
level of formality as necessary or appropriate in all situa
tions. The appropriate degree of formality in the execution 
of any SE process activity is determined by the following:

1. The need for communication of what is being done 
(across members of a project team, across organi
zations, or over time to support future activities)

2. The level of uncertainty

3. The degree of complexity

4. The consequences to human welfare

On smaller projects, where the span of required commu
nications is small (few people and short project life 
cycle) and the cost of rework is low, SE activities can be 

conducted very informally and thus at low cost. On larger 
projects, where the span of required communications is 
large (many teams that may span multiple geographic 
locations and organizations and long project life cycle) 
and the cost of failure or rework is high, increased for
mality can significantly help in achieving project oppor
tunities and in mitigating project risk.

In a project environment, work necessary to accom
plish project objectives is considered “in scope”; all 
other work is considered “out of scope.” On every 
project, “thinking” is always “in scope.” Thoughtful tai
loring and intelligent application of the SE processes 
described in this handbook are essential to achieve the 
proper balance between the risk of missing project 
technical and business objectives on the one hand and 
process paralysis on the other hand. Chapter 8 provides 
tailoring guidelines to help achieve that balance.
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1.1 PurPose

This handbook defines the discipline and practice of 
 systems engineering (SE) for students and practicing 
professionals alike and provides an authoritative refer-
ence to understand the SE discipline in terms of content 
and practice.

1.2 APPlicAtion

This handbook is consistent with ISO/IEC/IEEE 
15288:2015, Systems and software engineering—System 
life cycle processes (hereafter referred to as ISO/IEC/
IEEE 15288), to ensure its usefulness across a wide 
range of application domains—man‐made systems and 
products, as well as business and services.

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 is an international standard that 
provides generic top‐level process descriptions and 
requirements, whereas this handbook further elaborates 
on the practices and activities necessary to execute the 
processes. Before applying this handbook in a given 
organization or project, it is recommended that the tai-
loring guidelines in Chapter 8 be used to remove con-
flicts with existing policies, procedures, and standards 

already in use within an organization. Processes and 
activities in this handbook do not supersede any interna-
tional, national, or local laws or regulations.

This handbook is also consistent with the Guide to the 
Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK, 
2014) (hereafter referred to as the SEBoK) to the extent 
practicable. In many places, this handbook points readers 
to the SEBoK for more detailed coverage of the related 
topics, including a current and vetted set of references.

For organizations that do not follow the principles of 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 or the SEBoK to specify their 
life cycle processes (including much of commercial 
industry), this handbook can serve as a reference to prac-
tices and methods that have proven beneficial to the SE 
community at large and that can add significant value in 
new domains, if appropriately selected and applied. 
Section 8.2 provides top‐level guidance on the applica-
tion of SE in selected product sectors and domains.

1.3 contents

This chapter defines the purpose and scope of this hand-
book. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the goals and 
value of using SE throughout the system life cycle. 

systems engineering HAndbook scoPe
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